In plants, gametogenesis occurs late in development, and somatic mutations can therefore be transmitted to the next generation. Longer periods of growth are believed to result in an increase in the number of cell divisions before gametogenesis, with a concomitant increase in mutations arising due to replication errors. However, there is little experimental evidence addressing how many cell divisions occur before gametogenesis. Here, we measured loss of telomeric DNA and accumulation of replication errors in Arabidopsis with short and long life spans to determine the number of replications in lineages leading to gametes. Surprisingly, the number of cell divisions within the gamete lineage is nearly independent of both life span and vegetative growth. One consequence of the relatively stable number of replications per generation is that older plants may not pass along more somatically acquired mutations to their offspring. We confirmed this hypothesis by genomic sequencing of progeny from young and old plants. This independence can be achieved by hierarchical arrangement of cell divisions in plant meristems where vegetative growth is primarily accomplished by expansion of cells in rapidly dividing meristematic zones, which are only rarely refreshed by occasional divisions of more quiescent cells. We support this model by 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine retention experiments in shoot and root apical meristems. These results suggest that stem-cell organization has independently evolved in plants and animals to minimize mutations by limiting DNA replication. mutation rate | shoot apical meristem | germline | mismatch repair | telomeres
Edited by David C. Baulcombe, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom, and approved September 16, 2016 (received for review June 17, 2016) In plants, gametogenesis occurs late in development, and somatic mutations can therefore be transmitted to the next generation. Longer periods of growth are believed to result in an increase in the number of cell divisions before gametogenesis, with a concomitant increase in mutations arising due to replication errors. However, there is little experimental evidence addressing how many cell divisions occur before gametogenesis. Here, we measured loss of telomeric DNA and accumulation of replication errors in Arabidopsis with short and long life spans to determine the number of replications in lineages leading to gametes. Surprisingly, the number of cell divisions within the gamete lineage is nearly independent of both life span and vegetative growth. One consequence of the relatively stable number of replications per generation is that older plants may not pass along more somatically acquired mutations to their offspring. We confirmed this hypothesis by genomic sequencing of progeny from young and old plants. This independence can be achieved by hierarchical arrangement of cell divisions in plant meristems where vegetative growth is primarily accomplished by expansion of cells in rapidly dividing meristematic zones, which are only rarely refreshed by occasional divisions of more quiescent cells. We support this model by 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine retention experiments in shoot and root apical meristems. These results suggest that stem-cell organization has independently evolved in plants and animals to minimize mutations by limiting DNA replication. mutation rate | shoot apical meristem | germline | mismatch repair | telomeres I n contrast to most animals, plants lack a developmentally defined germline. Instead, gametes are derived late in plant development following variable periods of vegetative growth (1) . An important consequence of this developmental strategy is that somatic mutations acquired during vegetative growth can be transmitted to the next generation (2) . Numerous studies have been conducted in attempts to understand whether and how somatic mutations contribute to fitness and evolution in plants (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . DNA replication during cell division is hypothesized to be a leading cause of genetic mutation (9) (10) (11) , and mutation rates are highly correlated with genome duplications in many taxa (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Thus, a critical impediment to the studies examining the role of somatic mutation in plant genome evolution is the lack of knowledge on the number of cell divisions separating a zygote from its gametes, a characteristic termed "cell depth" (17) , and how that number changes with vegetative growth. To our knowledge, estimates of gametic cell depth in plants are limited to calculations based on mitotic index and growth rates (5, 18) or total cell numbers and DNA content (19) , which provide no information on correlations between cell depth and development.
In contrast to the paucity of knowledge on cell depth, cell lineage analyses have been conducted in multiple plant species. The primary origin of all above-ground tissues of a plant is a dome-like structure named the shoot apical meristem (SAM). These cell-fate analyses have demonstrated that stem cells within the SAM do not have predetermined fates but give rise to organs in a probabilistic way based on their location within this stem-cell niche (20) (21) (22) (23) . In Arabidopsis, it is estimated that two to four genetically effective cells (GEC) in the dry seed are the progenitors of late rosettes as well as flowers (20, 21, 24) . In late-flowering mutants that undergo prolonged vegetative growth, the extra leaves produced are derived from these two to four cells, and not from expanded growth of cells normally responsible for earlier leaves (25) . Similar results have been reported in maize mutants that undergo additional vegetative growth (26) , suggesting that this is a conserved feature of plant growth. It is generally accepted that over longer periods of growth, divisions of the genetically effective cells will increase the cell depth in the SAM before flowering and gametogenesis, resulting in an increase in the number of somatically acquired mutations transmitted to offspring (6) .
Here we report quantitative analysis of germline DNA replications in Arabidopsis and test whether the number of replications increases with prolonged vegetative growth. We used two independent methodologies, based on intrinsic properties of DNA replication. First, we measured loss of telomeric DNA due to the endreplication problem in telomerase mutants, which are incapable of maintaining telomeres. Second, we measured accumulation of mutations due to polymerase misincorporation in mutants deficient for mismatch repair. This analysis showed that the number of DNA replications increased only slightly under long-lived conditions,
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demonstrating that the cell depth of gametes is not linearly proportional to the vegetative growth period.
Results
Telomere Shortening During Life Span of Arabidopsis tert Mutants.
The vegetative growth period in Arabidopsis can be modulated by day length (Fig. 1A ; SI Appendix, Table S1 ). Under long-day conditions, (LD, 16 h daylight) plants flowered in 35 d after producing 10 leaves; those grown under short-day conditions (SD, 8 h daylight) took 91 d to flower after producing 75 leaves. To measure the number of germline cell divisions in these plants, we took advantage of the end-replication problem. Telomeres, the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes, are unable to be fully replicated by conventional DNA polymerases (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ). Instead, they are extended by the enzyme telomerase (27) . Disruption of the Arabidopsis gene encoding the catalytic subunit of telomerase, TERT, leads to a gradual loss of telomeric DNA that is directly proportional to the number of rounds of DNA replication (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) (28, 29) .
To quantify the number of DNA replications per generation in plants grown under short-and long-lived conditions, we compared telomere length of progeny with their parents in seven LD and nine SD families. We measured the length of telomeres from up to six individual chromosome arms in one cotyledon of each-TERT deficient plant. These values then served as a baseline for comparison with telomere length measured in cotyledons from its progeny (Fig.  1B) . In eight families (three LD and five SD) we also sampled DNA throughout the course of development of parental plants to determine the amount of telomeric DNA lost from a particular chromosome arm during different periods of plant growth ( Fig. 1C ; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 ). As expected, telomeres gradually shorten during plant development, supporting the view that cell depth increases as organs are sequentially generated from the SAM (Fig.  1B) . On the developmental timescale, telomere loss was most pronounced between flowers and the cotyledons of a plant's progeny, which likely reflects an increased requirement for cell divisions due to the bottleneck represented by germ-cell differentiation and embryogenesis. The average decline of telomere length over the entire life cycle ranged from 187 to 366 bp between individual families, with a higher variation in SD families (Fig. 1B) . This may reflect more stochasticity in the frequency of germline cell divisions when plants are grown longer under the SD conditions. Nevertheless, despite the threefold difference in vegetative growth period and an up to 8 times higher number of leaves produced, the average loss of telomeric DNA in SD versus LD over one generation is minimal (238 nt and 275 nt, respectively; Fig.  1D ). Using previous estimates of Arabidopsis G-overhangs of 20-30 nt (30) and models of telomere shortening (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) (31), we estimate that Arabidopsis undergoes roughly 34 germline cell divisions in LD and 39 in SD. Thus, although the telomere shortening data imply a small increase in cell depth in the functional germline of SD plants, the difference was lower than we expected based on the dramatic difference in life span and vegetative tissue produced.
Formation of de Novo Mutations in Mismatch Repair-Deficient
Arabidopsis. We next wanted to confirm this result through an independent method. Another intrinsic feature of DNA replication is the introduction of mutations due to nucleotide misincorporation, and analysis of these mutations has been used to track cell depth in mammals (17) . Hence, estimates of per-generation mutation rates in SD and LD plants should be proportional to the number of replications in the functional germline. The frequency of spontaneous mutations is normally low, as DNA polymerase errors are repaired by the mismatch repair (MMR) machinery. Genome-wide studies in yeast and bacteria revealed that MMR deficiency results in a 10-to 200-fold increase in the mutation rate (32, 33) . Therefore, we decided to determine the rate of replication errors in MMR-null plants. MSH2 (MutS protein homolog 2) is an essential MMR component, and previous work with msh2 mutants demonstrated that these plants have a strong mutator phenotype (34) .
We crossed msh2 mutant plants to wild-type Col-0 to obtain an MMR-proficient F1 founder plant and sequenced it twice to 120× and 140× coverage. Mutant progeny of this plant were grown under either SD or LD conditions and then backcrossed to wild-type siblings to obtain MMR-proficient B1 plants ( Fig. 2A) . These plants were then sequenced with a minimum of 95× coverage. This strategy allows for the detection of de novo mutations that had occurred within one sexual generation in the functional germline in SD and LD plants and avoids chimeric somatic mutations caused by ongoing mutagenesis in the MMR-deficient background. In this approach, only half of the de novo mutations are transmitted to the B1 generation, where they occur in a heterozygous context.
Our sequence processing focused on calling accuracy at the expense of reference coverage. One hundred base-pair pairedend reads were generated on an Illumina HiSeq Analyzer, and uniquely aligned reads were mapped to The Arabidopsis Information Resource 10 reference genome. Following stringent filtering, the reference genome was masked for repetitive and low coverage regions at the single-nucleotide level for each individual. The intersection of these masks was then used as the final mask for analysis so that the genomes would be directly comparable. Despite these rigorous filters, the final mask contains 81.6% of the reference genome, largely due to the high sequence coverage. Single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were then categorized based on the ratio of the most frequent nucleotide call at each site; following verification of heterozygous SNPs in the founding line, SNPs were considered heterozygous when this ratio fell between 0.4 and 0.6. SNPs that were present in more than one sample were excluded as having likely arisen in the original founder line. We verified 65 random SNPs by Sanger sequencing. None of the 65 SNPs were present in the founder DNA sample, and 64 were confirmed, resulting in a false-positive rate of 1.5%. We detected no deficit of nonsynonymous relative to synonymous mutations in general, nor between the LD and SD populations (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.875 and 0.520, respectively), suggesting that the mutation profiles were not significantly affected by selection under either growth condition (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ).
In total, we identified 191 new SNPs in six B1 plants descending from msh2 mutants ( Fig. 2B ; SI Appendix, Table S2 ). B1 progeny of msh2 plants grown in LD had an average of 33.3 ± 4.5 SNPs (n = 3) whereas SD-derived B1 plants had 30.3 ± 8.0 SNPs (n = 3) (Fig. 2B ). There was no significant difference between the two growth conditions (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.5628). Recently, the spectrum of spontaneous mutations in Arabidopsis was determined following 30 sexual generations (35) . This spectrum is highly biased toward C:G→T:A transitions, a phenomenon that has been explained by the combined effects of deamination of methylated cytosines and UV-induced mutagenesis at dipyrimidine dimers. Although C:G transitions were the largest class of mutations in our study (Fig. 2C) , we observed a significant twofold increase in A:T transitions relative to the spontaneous mutation rate (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.03953). A similar shift toward A:T transitions has also recently been observed in MMRdeficient Escherichia coli (32) . There was no significant difference in the ratio of A:T transitions between LD and SD grown plants (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.729), nor did we observe any significant differences between the other mutation classes, as might be expected if environment or metabolic rate had a large influence on the mutational spectrum that we observed. We further examined the C:G transitions for bias in methylation and dipyrimidine dimer contexts (Fig. 2D ). There were no significant differences between LD and SD plants in the number of C:G transitions at methylated sites (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.08495) or between the msh2 mutants and spontaneous events (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.2198). UV-induced mutations consist primarily of C:G transitions at dipyrimidine dimer sites, and spontaneous mutations at these sites occur more often than expected by chance. If the mutational spectrum that we observed was due to UV light, we would expect an overrepresentation of C:G transitions at these sites. There was no difference in this class between LD and SD (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.4814), and C:G transitions at these sites occurred less often than expected by chance (Fisher's exact test, P = 0.02649) and significantly less often than observed spontaneously (Fisher's exact test, P = 8.557e-05). We conclude that the mutations that we detected are unlikely to be caused by failure to repair UV damage. In summary, we can detect no difference between the mutation profile of SD-and LD-grown plants, suggesting that the mutations that we detected are not being dramatically influenced by environmental or metabolic factors.
From the SNPs that we identified, we calculate a mutation rate of 7 × 10 −7 /bp/generation, which is 100-fold higher than the rate of spontaneous mutations in wild-type Arabidopsis (35) . When combined with cell division estimates from our telomeric data, this equals a mutation rate of 1.7 × 10 −8 /bp/replication, which is at the high end of estimates of DNA polymerase fidelity (36) . Thus, we conclude that the de novo mutations that we detected are primarily due to replication errors. Detection of a similar mutation rate per generation in SD-and LD-grown plants supports the data on loss of telomeric DNA and provides further evidence that the number of replications in the functional germline is not coupled to either vegetative growth or life span.
Long-Term 5-Ethynyl-2′-Deoxyuridine Retention in Arabidopsis
Meristems. We next asked how plants maintain reduced cell depth in the functional germline irrespective of their generation time and the number of organs initiated by cell divisions in the SAM. Studies in adult stem-cell niches of mammals suggest the presence of reserve quiescent stem cells, which only rarely divide and are able to repopulate more mitotically active stem cells that support tissue differentiation and regeneration (37) . Such a hierarchical organization of cell proliferation, where a population of mitotically active stem cells is occasionally replaced by divisions of a quiescent stem cell, can greatly reduce cell depth within a tissue. The SAM of Arabidopsis is a dome-shaped structure with two distinct zones, the central and peripheral zones (CZ and PZ, respectively), which are differentiated by their position and mitotic index (38) . Products of division with the CZ are displaced to the PZ where mitotic rates are increased and organ primorida are formed (39, 40) .
We reasoned that the reduced cell depth in the functional germline could be achieved by a similar hierarchical arrangement of cell divisions in plant meristem. According to this model, exceedingly rare divisions of cells from the center of the CZ would produce a daughter that is pushed to the border between the CZ and the PZ where it could undergo more rapid divisions to generate the transit-amplifying cells in the PZ. Real-time analysis of divisions within the SAM has identified leaf-progenitor cells abutting the CZ, but the short time frame in which real time imaging is practical has inhibited the identification of leaf progenitors in the CZ and their turnover (41) . An alternative approach to testing this model is pulse labeling the nuclei of meristematic stem cells followed by an extended time-course analysis of the retention and redistribution of the DNA label. Although a number of pulse-labeling studies have been conducted in plants, the aim of these studies was generally to measure mitotic activity in different cell types over relatively short time frames of a few days. Our approach was to determine how long labeled cells could be retained within meristems from early development to flowering. We began by studying the more experimentally tractable root apical meristem (RAM). We shortly incubated developing roots with the DNA analog EdU and followed the DNA labeling for up to 3 wk (Fig. 3A) . After a period of 1 wk, EdU labeling was visible at the base of the root, indicating that these cells had differentiated and ceased proliferation shortly after labeling. There was generally no labeling along the entire body of the root, but strong EdU signal was visible in several meristematic cells in most roots throughout the 3-wk duration of the experiment (Fig. 3A) . Interestingly, cells within the RAM were not labeled immediately after the pulse, but became labeled several days thereafter. This suggests that cells can retain the label for periods of at least several days before it is incorporated into DNA (Fig. 3A,  compare 1 d and 14 d) . Although we did observe labeling of the quiescent center, marked by WOX5:GFP (42), at later time points, most of the labeled nuclei corresponded to root initials (Fig. 3B) . We conclude that, in the root, some stem cells maintain an extremely low proliferation profile while still producing significant amounts of growth. These data are consistent with 3 H-thymidine labeling and metaphase accumulation studies across several plant species, indicating that the duration of the cell cycle in the quiescent center can reach up to 520 h (43, 44) .
We next asked whether rarely dividing cells are also retained in the SAM. In contrast to the root, labeling efficiency was generally much lower, likely due to poor uptake of the EdU, as only half of the plants were labeled (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 ). Nevertheless, of the labeled plants, 50-80% had cells in the SAM that retained EdU (Fig. 3C) . We monitored labeling in the SAM at early (6-10 d) and late (11-14 d) vegetative time points and after the transition to flowering (13-21 d) . Remarkably, we detected EdU-retaining cells in the SAM even 21 d after labeling (Fig. 3 C-E) , demonstrating the existence of slowly dividing cells within this otherwise highly proliferative organ. Although clusters of labeled cells were visible in the roots, in the shoot experiments we generally observed only a few labeled cells that were scattered throughout the SAM (Fig. 3E) . Interestingly, these cells did not exclusively colocalize with the CZ, but were also detected in the highly dividing PZ (Fig.  3E) . As it is generally accepted that embryos are derived from the L2 layer of the SAM, we quantified the labeled cells in the L1 and L2 layers. At early time points, labeling throughout all sectors of the L1 and L2 was visible. At late vegetative time points, we observed no labeling in the central area of the L2 although, interestingly, labeled cells were visible in this area after the transition to flowering. It is tempting to speculate that the labeling that we observed at late time points in the L2 is due to these cells having undergone the first division since the initial pulse, thereby incorporating EdU into their DNA at the transition to flowering. Nonetheless, our observation of cells that retained EdU in the highly proliferative root and SAMs over the entire vegetative Arabidopsis life cycle is consistent with a hierarchical model of cell divisions as proposed in animal stem-cell niches.
Discussion
In this study we used telomere dynamics in telomerase-null plants and the frequency of de novo mutation occurrence in MMRdeficient mutants to assess the number of cell divisions in the plant cell lineage. The vast majority of research on cell division in plants is focused on following divisions over relatively short time frames. This analysis is an experimentally derived estimate of division rates in the cell-line lineage that gives rise to progeny encompassing an entire plant generation. Our data suggest that prolonged vegetative growth does not lead to a proportional increase in cell depth in the cell lineage that eventually leads to the gametes. Hence, at least in Arabidopsis, there is no proportional relationship between plant age and the number of somatic mutations transmitted to the next generation. We believe these data provide critical parameters for our understanding of plant development and molecular evolution.
As previously mentioned, multiple experiments on the SAM of different plant species have demonstrated common organizational features of angiosperm meristems (20-23, 45, 46) . At the embryonic stage, SAM cells do not have a predetermined fate, but instead display probabilistic fates likely based on their location in the SAM. Cells low in the PZ give rise to small sectors of the earliest leaves, whereas cells in the CZ give rise to larger sectors of vegetative tissue and flowers. Along with knowledge of mitotic index rates across the meristem, a general model has been accepted where slow divisions of cells in the CZ replace cells in the PZ that are recruited for organ formation (1) . Under conditions of prolonged growth, vegetative expansion is accomplished by descendants of the genetically effective cells in the CZ (25, 26) . Under the conditions in our study, SD plants produced seven times more vegetative tissue than their LD counterparts. Thus, continual replacement of cells from the PZ by divisions of the GEC should result in an increase in the cell depth of the gametes. As this result was not observed in our experiments, we propose that the increased vegetative growth observed under these conditions is accomplished primarily through expansion of cells within the SAM not destined for the germline. This expansion would occur through amplification of the early progenitors of the two to four GEC, whereas the GEC may remain largely quiescent throughout the vegetative growth period before returning to division at the transition to flowering, when increased mitotic activity has been observed across the meristem in both Arabidopsis and Silene latifolia (47, 48) . This hypothesis is supported by our observation of EdUretaining cells within the L2 layer of the SAM at the transition to flowering. A recent study describing patterns of cell division in the SAM that precede the formation of axillary meristems showed that such a model also applies to plant branching (49), a key determinant of architecture of perennial plants. This study provides strong support to the idea that the organization of the SAM minimizes the number of cell divisions required throughout development, even in long-lived perennials.
As the structure of the SAM is conserved across the angiosperms, these results have important implications for our understanding of variation in the rates of molecular evolution across the plant kingdom. It is now generally accepted that perennials have lower rates of molecular evolution than annuals (15) , and more recently it has been demonstrated that taller plants have lower rates of molecular evolution (50) . In the MMR-deficient plants, where mutations are accumulated primarily due to replication errors, the rate of molecular evolution over time in SD plants is more than threefold lower than LD plants, a difference entirely accounted for by the length of the generation time. Although multiple factors are likely involved in determining the mutation rate (11, 51) , replication errors are an intrinsic feature of DNA replication and must therefore play some role in determining the rate of molecular evolution. It has therefore been proposed that differences in rates of mitosis can account for the observed differences in rate variation across lineages, with larger plants having overall lower rates of mitosis (50) . The data presented here suggest that it may be the nearquiescent nature of cells within the SAM that ultimately gives rise to the next generation that accounts for the observed differences in molecular evolution rates.
This organization of the SAM parallels emerging models of stem-cell dynamics in many human tissues, where populations of quiescent and mitotically active stem cells can reside within the same stem-cell niche (37) . Whereas the mitotically active cells would be responsible for growth, the quiescent stem cells could repopulate the mitotically active stem cells in response to DNA damage or proliferation exhaustion. This suggests that, similar to many of the observed analogies between plant and animal stem-cell niches (1), evolutionary pressure to reduce replication-dependent errors has resulted in independent evolution of similar developmental strategies in both animal and plant stem-cell niches.
Materials and Methods
Plant Materials and Growth Conditions. All plant lines used in this study-tert-1 (At5g16850) (52) and msh2-1 (At3g18524, SALK_002708 obtained from Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre) (53, 54)-have been previously described. For LD conditions, plants were germinated on soil and grown in 16 h light at 21°C and 60% relative humidity. For SD conditions, plants were germinated on soil and grown in 8 h light at 21°C and 60% relative humidity.
Telomere-Length Analysis. Tissue for telomere analysis was harvested when plants began to set seed (near the end of the life cycle). For LD grown plants, the first and last rosette leaves were easily identified; for SD grown plants, counting rosette leaves was much more difficult, and the leaf number reported is a rough estimate that may vary by ±5.
Telomere length of individual chromosomes was determined by Primer Extension Telomere Repeat Analysis (PETRA) (55) . PETRA products were separated in a 1.2% (wt/vol) agarose gel and detected by Southern hybridization with a [ 32 P]ATP-labeled (TTTAGGG)4 probe. To obtain accurate measures across the gel, a DNA ladder (1-kb+ ladder; Fermentas) was loaded in every fifth lane. Autoradiograms were produced with Molecular Imager FX (Bio-Rad) and analyzed with ImageQuant software (Bio-Rad). To specifically test the error associated with the three different steps of PETRA reaction, we analyzed one set of DNA samples seven times (SI Appendix, Fig.  S5 ). Telomeres from homologous chromosomes in Arabidopsis are not always of the same length (SI Appendix, Fig. S6 ). In these cases, loss of telomeric DNA was always calculated from the nearest length telomere in the cotyledon. Furthermore, telomere changes that were identified to be caused by recombinational processes and not the end replication problem were excluded (SI Appendix, Fig. S6B ).
Genome Sequencing. A total of 300-500 ng of genomic DNA was fragmented by sonication with a Bioruptor (Diagenode); the peak of fragment sizes centered around 500 bp. End-repair of sheared DNA fragments, A-tailing, and adapter ligation were performed with the NEXTflexTM DNA Sequencing Kit (BioScientific). Adaptor-ligated DNA was size-selected on 1.5% (wt/vol) low melt agarose (Peqlab) gels and stained with SybrGold (Invitrogen). DNA fragments ranging from 300 to 600 bp were excised and purified with the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research). The paired-end DNA libraries were amplified by PCR for 10-12 cycles with NEXTflex-supplied PCR primers using a KAPATM Library Amp kit (Peqlab). Libraries were then sequenced on Illumina HiSeq Analyzers with a 100-base read length.
Sequence Analysis. Analysis pipeline used for analysis of de novo mutations and mutation rates is described in SI Appendix.
EdU Labeling and Image Acquisition. EdU labeling and detection was performed according to published protocol (56) . For roots, Z-stacks were acquired with a confocal laser-scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss LSM 780 microscope) using a 40× oil immersion objective. Pictures were acquired and analyzed using ZEN2011 software (Carl Zeiss). Z-stacks were deconvoluted with Huygens deconvolution software (SVI). For the time course of the Col-0 images (Fig. 3B) , the Z-stack of the Alexa488 channel, which corresponds to the EdU labeling, was merged using maximum intensity projection. This projection was then overlaid with a single-image layer of the DAPI channel, representative of a middle section of the root tip. Brightness in individual channels over the entire image was adjusted to improve visibility. For shoot sections, images were acquired with an Axio-Imager Z2 using a 40× oil immersion objective.
